ABSTRACT A description of the number N(K) of eigenvalues less than K for a pseudo-differential operator with positive symbol is given in terms of the number of unit cubes canonically imbedded in the subset of phase space where the symbol is less than CK. This gives back in particular the order of magnitude of N(E) for elliptic symbols. This paper is devoted to a description of the growth of the number N(K) of eigenvalues less than K of a pseudo-differential operator with positive symbol. Very precise information on N(K) has previously been obtained by various authors under more restrictive conditions, notably by HMrmander (1) for elliptic operators and by Menikoff and Sjostrand (2) for certain classes of subelliptic operators with loss of one derivative.
It was shown in ref. 3 that the first eigenvalue of a(x,D) is bounded below (up to multiplicative constants) by the first K for which S(a,K) contains the image of the unit cube in phase space by a canonical transformation with suitable bounds; this then raises the question of whether N(K) can be compared to the number in S(a,K) of disjoint images of the unit cube by canonical imbeddings. The following theorem provides an answer to this question. THEOREM 1. There exists an algorithm, "a canonical packing", associating to each K(CME _ K < M2) a set Qn(a,K) of disjoint images of the unit cube by canonical transformations, which are all contained in S(a,C'K) and have the fol- A slight variant of the "canonical packing" of Theorem 1 produces a family Q(a,K) of pairwise disjoint canonical images of the unit cube, all contained in {(x,t) E T*(X); a(x,{) < K1. Set L(K) equal to the number of cubes in Q(a,K), and set N(K) equal to the number of eigenvalues < K. Then THEOREM 2. Under the above hypotheses there exist con-
It is not difficult to deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1, so we confine our further discussion to the local result.
We now describe the algorithm mentioned above and sketch a proof of Theorem 1 Let JaJbJc be the sets of indices j corresponding to the three different types of boxes Bj above. Given a box B, it is convenient to introduce Sm(B) as the space of all C-functions p(x, ) satisfying JMD x p(x, t)l| < C,,(diamB)m-a I(diamtB)m-10)1.
When B is the form 1 X M we shall also write Sm(M) for Sm(B). The space H is then the space of all u e L2(Rn) which satisfy the two sets of conditions: (Cl) (u1(x,D)u,v') = 0 for j E Jb (C'e) ff (Ujcr,(x,D)u)(y)w'e(y')dy'dyi lyl-eK-1/21 SK-1/2/2 = 0(for j EJc and e f z, iei I 2K'/2).
Since the number of fvyj in case b is -#(By) and the number of {wtoeI in case c is <C #IQ n-(pje,CK)j by the inductive hypothesis it follows that the codimension of H is . CL(K).
The proof of [3] [4] for j E Ja u Jc, u e H; cIIu112 1 J, Iocrj(x,D)u112 + IIr(xD)uII2J, u e H. [5] In fact [4] , [5] , the ellipticity of a(x,4) outside of B, and the sharp To prove [5] The spectral decomposition theorem of [5] now shows that up + Re(pje(y',D')w,w)j, c>O [9] since q1(y,q') is non-negative and pje(y',fl') is just the average of q over the interval ly' -e K-1/21 < K-1/2/2 for each (y',ti'). However, conditions ( In view of (7) 
